Japanese music concert/lecture demonstration

Tuesday, November 7th, 7:30 pm
at Temple University, TPAC

Duo YUMENO
Yoko Reikano Kimura, Japanese koto and shamisen | Hikaru Tamaki, cello

********

koto and cello

solo koto

3. Yamada-kengyō: *Sakura-gari – Cherry Blossom Viewing –* (18th century)
koto and voice

4. Traditional: Ōzatsuma-bushi
solo shamisen

5. Toshirō Mayuzumi: *Bunraku for solo cello* (1964)
solo cello

solo shamisen

7. Daron Hagen: *Heike Quinto*
   - *Cantabile Mov. II* (2016)
koto and cello

*duo commission piece